APPENDIX 1. RAPAREN LETRA “RAP VS. RACISMO”.
`
EL CHOJIN
The rush for us all to be here united loses something when you think about the
motive behind it.
Each of us diﬀerent with our own style and way of being here. But this is hip hop,
and you have to make sure it’s clear.

`
LIRICO
(VIOLADORES DEL VERSO)
Have you ever stopped to talk to yourself? Life can be a diﬀerent colour when
you talk about racism. I’m not here to give you a human rights speech. And I'm
not here to tell you a story.
It’s lucidity compared with the stupidity that exists, I wonder where it starts and
where the joke ends. Or the curse thrown at the street seller - another lawyer,
with a family and a future ahead of him.
EL SANTO (FALSALARMA)
Each of us is unique, there’s no reason to be despised. It’s the fear of equality and being unaware of the other - that creates an absurd permanent social class.
Maximum hate for the least reason. There is no colour. There is no comparison.
Just another episode where intolerant fascism does not heal itself by reading.
And nor does racism.
LANGUI (LA EXCEPCION)
No matter how many songs we write. No matter how much we march. No
matter how many victims suﬀer or fall as we travel along, we’re unaware. And
that’s how it goes.
And article number says we are born equal free in right and dignity.
So why is it so hard to do it outside the role?
KASE O (VIOLADORES DEL VERSO)
Tall-short, ugly-handsome, black-white, what the hell! In a hundred years we’re
all going to be bald underground - right? Have you never tried to get to know a
stranger? Look at kids - they know what this game’s about.
The thing is: the human race is a crucible. If you can’t see beauty in this, you
don’t deserve to see the sun be handed over to your mates… for this new world,
a world of triumph of love against fear.
NACH
When the racist beast feels rage and death, when phobia spreads and boils
over, accusing you of not being the same...

When. in a globalised world, searching for food in another land makes you
illegal.
When foreigners’ laws catch you without motive and hypocrisy covers your eyes
and ears.
Racism and marginalisation...
When they only see your skin and forget to look at your heart
LOCUS (DUO KIE)
No one asks you to save the world from their pain, we have all lost faith in a
better future.
This life is so cruel and such riﬀraﬀ as I understand it: sometimes being honest is
like weeing into the wind.
But, don’t look at the colour of my skin if what you really want is to see is the
colour of my ticket.
Earthquakes, hurricanes, wars, famine… racism is in the pockets of man.
OSE
Breathe in this breeze, put on another's skin and see how long your smile lasts.
Show respect for inequalities of sex, ideology or culture, so that aﬀection and
sensitivity surround the structure.
Because with intolerance you show the deﬁcits in your brain and heart.
Today I share my voice and my love against no-reason and the pain and lack of
intelligence and communication.
NERVIOZZO (DUO KIE)
You're not a racist, mate; you’re an idiot. Because of ignorant parents you are
docile.
Countries have not existed for many years, borders are in everyone's skin… all
our grandchildren will be grey.
How do you want them to remember you? As the one who said he hated black
people but hid himself in case they bit?
A coward without attitude, if you ever face your demons, you’ll see that they're
as white as you are.
SHO-HAI (VIOLADORES DEL VERSO)
Why the hell do you look at him like that? When you’re the ﬁrst to buy pirated
DVDs from him!
I advocate friendship of races, which is diﬃcult in this damned intolerant world
full of rats.
No human being can be illegal. What is illegal is for a human being not to have
dignity?
I support black people, Chinese people, Arabic people - even Martians! I say:
welcome to my land, brother.

`
ZATU (SFDK)
Now over thirty, I write about children going for the father who on a Sunday in a
bar hurls insults at the black man he idolises but who cannot score.
The game is lost from the outset; the side eﬀect is that your child is a social
problem.
The future is that your daughter is asking for money to go to the cinema and she
goes with the lad who sold you Kleenex.

` (LA EXCEPCION)
GITANO ANTON
Diﬀuse reality running errands. Did you see who I am? Tell me: who are you?
Charging for papers, denying the pleasures of men and women, heroes of such
deﬁance.
To ﬁght for their own love so that their children do not grow empty. A new
generation with principles, giving a good education, without prejudice
TITO (FALSALARMA)
When pain covers your chest, the heart withstands whatever you throw at it. But
it depends on the facts. I ﬁght for something better - for rights. If words are
taken by the wind, these words are not.
In your ocean if there is a reason, and a cause that drags out tears from
centuries ago.
I only look at the person. Judge yourself before judging others.
XHELAZZ
No, it’s not the tone of the skin that matters; it’s the tone with which you express
yourself.
Racists complain, foreigners taking hours from them at the company: the more
hours they take, the more he is consoled. And they’re Japanese.
Pay attention: ﬁghting for freedom is more than hating the oppressor.
I ask for understanding, because although bread is broken with the hands, it is
divided with the heart.

`
CHOJIN
On the one hand I’m sorry that this is necessary. But on the other, I’m glad to
hear my companions.
I cannot think of a sillier message, or one that is more logical, more obvious or
more serious.
The problem comes when they can’t see the problem. And the problem’s still
there when they deny it.
I suppose there was no need to say it; it's clear, right? Rap is against racism.
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